December 2019
This past year will not be forgotten any time soon. Weather was the number one story across the nation as record acres
went unplanted in 2019 and spring rains continued into early summer. Farmers in North Dakota will pick up in March of
2020 where they left off in the fall of 2019. Millions of acres of corn were still in field as of the December 2019 crop report.
You would think this kind of negative news would have a negative effect on land values, but it did not, it was over powered
by some other factors and prime central Illinois farmland remaining resilient. In 2018, I said that the 900 lb. gorilla in the
room remained interest rates. Which, certainly could be the a driving force as the Fed dropped interest rates three times in
2019. Currently the Fed rate stands at 1.75%.
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The thing that has most economist perplexed is the lack of inflation. Based on history, inflation should kick in when interest
rates are low, unemployment is low, and wages are rising, but that is not happening. The inflation rate is staying within
what the Fed feels is a safe zone. The Chicago Fed President sees inflation at a very mild rate of 2.2% in 2020. This may
lead to a prolonged period of lower interest rates, longer than anyone would have imagined. Lower interest rates are positive for farmland values as it lowers borrowing costs and investments in farmland make a great alternative to low interest
rates on CD’s and money market accounts.

Obviously, rising commodity prices would be very positive for farmland values. According to Kevin Van Trump, of the Van
Trump Report, there is a lot more talk amongst some of the larger money managers that commodities could be in play in
2020. He stated that the commodity sector is 80% below its average price relationship with stocks over the past half century. He went on to state
that on a relative basis commodities are lower than they were ahead of the big commodities rallies in the early 1970’s and the early 2000’s. Time
will tell if this is the case, but there appears to be a lot of cash on the sidelines in the investment world. In early November of 2019 there was 3.4
trillion dollars in money market accounts — a ten year high!
In 2018 there was quite a bit of volatility from sale to sale, where as in 2019, sales seem to be more consistent for prime tracts of farmland. The
range in values is also much narrower than the prior year which seems to indicate a much more stable farmland market. In 2018 the differential
from high to low was about $5,500 per acre and this year that range is only $2,700 per acre. Sub prime tracts still have the same issues as last
year where they trade for far less than they should relative to prime land. Tracts that buyers refer to as B+ tracts of land can be great value buys
and provide the best rates of return.
The following sales are 45 transactions of Class I Farmland in central Illinois. When the 2019 simple average of $10,834 per acre is compared to
the 2018 simple average of $10,538 per acre, it appears that there was an increase of approximately 2.8% (in similar data sets, year over year).
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Following is a chart that presents the amount of gold required to buy one acre of prime Central Illinois farmland. The average
amount of gold needed to purchase one acre of farmland is 9.5 ounces. Currently it only requires 7.1 ounces of gold. This is the lowest amount of gold required since 2012. If 2020 is the “year of commodities” this may be an indicator that farmland could rise in
value in the upcoming year.

We are very active in rural real estate brokerage. If you have an interest in buying, selling or exchanges of farmland, please feel free to
contact Bruce Huber (Managing Broker/Auctioneer) or Brokers: Jim Schroeder, Logan Frye, Dale Kellermann, Brennen Kraft and Austin
Pletsch.
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